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� Introduction

Graph relabelling systems and� more generally� local computations in graphs are powerful models which pro�
vide general tools for encoding distributed algorithms� for proving their correctness and for understanding their
power� We consider a network of processors with arbitrary topology� It is represented as a connected� undirected
graph where vertices denote processors� and edges denote direct communication links� An algorithm is encoded
by means of local relabelings� Labels attached to vertices and edges are modi�ed locally� that is on a subgraph
of �xed radius k of the given graph� according to certain rules depending on the subgraph only �k�local compu�
tations�� The relabelling is performed until no more transformation is possible� The corresponding con�guration
is said to be in normal form�

The present contribution re�ects classical topics including basic properties of local computations �	
�� Among
paradigms associated with local computations� we present the computation of a spanning tree� the election
problem� the recognition problem and the local detection of the termination problem�

For these four problems� we consider graphs with an initial labelling which may encode identity or some
knowledge on the graph as� for instance� the number of vertices and�or edges� For the recognition problem� the
presence or the absence of certain �nal labels determines whether G is accepted or not� The aim of an election
algorithm is to choose exactly one element among the set of vertices� We consider local computation systems
such that for each irreducible graph there is a given vertex label which appears exactly once in the graph� A
distributed algorithm terminates whenever it reaches a terminal con�guration� that is a con�guration in which
no step of the algorithm can be applied� We are interested in the question whether the global termination of
a system of local computations can be detected also locally� This means that for every terminal con�guration
there is a vertex in the graph such that its neighbourhood of a given radius r determines that a normal form
has been reached� In this case� we say that global termination is r�locally detected�

We use coverings and quasi�coverings as fundamental tools which enable to understand the borderline be�
tween positive and negative results about distributed computations�

Many problems have no solution in distributed computing �	�� The introduction of randomization makes
possible tasks that admit no deterministic solutions as� for instance� the synchronization problem or the elec�
tion problem in an anonymous network� In the last section we present randomized algorithms which have been
proposed and studied in ��
� ���� These randomized algorithms may be considered as basic steps for the imple�
mentation of local computations in an anonymous asynchronous system where processors communicate with
asynchronous message passing� General considerations about randomized distributed algorithms may be found
in ���� and some techniques used in the design and for the analysis of randomized algorithms are presented in
���� ��� 	���

Among models related to our model there are local computations systems� as de�ned by Rosensthiel et
al� ����� Angluin �	� or Yamashita and Kameda �		� 	��� In ���� a synchronous model is considered� where all
vertices are equipped with deterministic �nite automata �the same for all vertices�� A basic computation step
consists then in computing the next state of each processor according to its own state and to the states of its
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neighbours� In �	� an asynchronous model is considered� during a basic computation step� two adjacent vertices
exchange their labels and then compute new labels� In �		� 	�� an asynchronous model is also considered where
during a basic computation step a processor either changes its state and sends a message or receives a message�

Introduction to distributed algorithms and main topics of the �eld are presented in ��� 	�� ��� �	� ����

� Basic De�nitions� Notation and Examples

��� A First Example

Let us �rst illustrate graph relabelling systems by considering a simple distributed algorithm which computes
a spanning tree of a network� Assume that a unique given processor is in an �active� state �encoded by the
label A�� all other processors being in some �neutral� state �label N� and that all links are in some �passive�
state �label ��� The tree initially contains the unique active vertex� At any step of the computation� an active
vertex may activate one of its neutral neighbours and mark the corresponding link which gets the new label ��
This computation stops as soon as all the processors have been activated� The spanning tree is then obtained
by considering all the links with label �� Fig� 	 describes a sample computation using this algorithm�
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Fig� �� Computation of a spanning tree�

An elementary step in this computation may be depicted as a relabelling step by means of the following
relabelling rule R which describes the corresponding label modi�cations�

R�
A � N A � A

�

An application of this relabelling rule on a given graph �or network� consists in �i� �nding in the graph a
subgraph isomorphic to the left�hand�side of the rule �this subgraph is called the occurrence of the rule� and
�ii� modifying its labels according to the right�hand�side of the rule�

The relabelling sequence depicted in Fig� 	 illustrates a sequential computation since the relabelling steps
are sequentially applied� A distributed view of this computation can be obtained by considering that relabelling
steps concerning disjoint parts of the graph may be applied in any order� or even concurrently �this is namely
the case for the steps ��� and ���� or ��� and ��� in Fig� 	��

��� De�nitions and Examples

�For further details on material about discrete and combinatorial mathematics see ������ Unless otherwise stated�
all the graphs considered in this paper are �nite� undirected� without multiple edges� loopless and connected�
For every graph G we denote by V �G� its set of vertices and by E�G� its set of edges� If G and G� are two
graphs� we say that G� is a subgraph of G if V �G�� � V �G� and E�G�� � E�G�� If X is a subset of V �G�� the
subgraph of G induced by X has vertex set X and edge set the set of all edges whose both extremities belong
to X � A homomorphism of a graph G to a graph H is a mapping � from V �G� to V �H� such that ��x���y� is
an edge in H whenever xy is an edge in G� We say that � is an isomorphism if � is bijective and ��� is also
a homomorphism� In the following� a set of graphs which is closed under isomorphism will be called a class of
graphs�






Let L be a set whose elements are called labels� A L�labelled graph is a pair �G� �� where G is a graph and
� a mapping from V �G� � E�G� to L� If �G� �� and �G�� ��� are two labelled graphs� we say that �G�� ��� is a
�labelled� subgraph of �G� �� if G� is a subgraph of G and �� is the restriction of � to V �G�� � E�G��� We will
denote by GL the set of all L�labelled graphs� An isomorphism between two labelled graphs �G� �� and �H���
is an isomorphism � between G and H which preserves the labels� that is ��x� � ����x�� for every x in V �G�
and ��xy� � ����x���y�� for every xy in E�G�� An occurrence of �G� �� in �H��� is an isomorphism � between
G and a subgraph �H �� ��� of �H���� We will then write ��G� �� � �H �� ����

A �graph� relabelling rule is a triple R � �GR� �R� �
�

R� such that �GR� �R� and �GR� �
�

R� are two labelled
graphs� The labelled graph �GR� �R� �resp� �GR� �

�

R�� is called the left�hand side �resp� right�hand side� of R�
A graph relabelling system �GRS for short� is a triple R � �L� I� P � where L is a set of labels� I a subset

of L called the set of initial labels and P a �nite set of relabelling rules� A R�relabelling step is a ��tuple
�G� ��R� �� ��� such that R is a relabelling rule in P and � is both an occurrence of �GR� �R� in �G� �� and an
occurrence of �GR� �

�

R� in �G� ���� Intuitively speaking� the labelling �� of G is obtained from � by modifying all
the labels of the elements of ��GR� �R� according to the labelling �

�

R� Such a relabelling step will be denoted by
�G� �� ��R�� �G� ���� A R�relabelling sequence is a tuple �G� ��� R�� ��� ��� R�� ��� ��� � � � � �n��� Rn��� �n��� �n�
such that for every i� � � i � n� �G� �i� Ri� �i� �i��� is a R�relabelling step� The existence of such a relabelling
sequence will be denoted by �G� ��� ��

�

R
�G� �n��

A labelled graph �G� �� is said to be R�irreducible if there exists no occurrence of �GR� �R� in �G� �� for
every relabelling rule R in P � For every labelled graph �G� �� in GI we denote by IrredR�G� �� the set of all
R�irreducible labelled graphs �G� ��� such that �G� �� ���

R
�G� ���� Intuitively speaking� the set IrredR�G� ��

contains all the �nal labellings that can be obtained from a I�labelled graph �G� �� by applying relabelling rules
in P and may be viewed as the set of all the possible results of the computation encoded by the system R�

Example �� The algorithm presented in the introduction may be encoded by the graph relabelling system
R� � �L�� I�� P�� de�ned by L� � fN�A����g� I� � fN�A��g� and P� � fRg where R is the following
relabelling rule�

R�
A � N A � A

�

Fig� 	 describes a sample R��relabelling sequence�

The notion of relabelling sequence de�ned above obviously corresponds to a notion of sequential computation�
We can de�ne a more distributed way of computing by saying that two relabelling steps concerning �disjoint�
occurrences may be applied in any order� or even concurrently� It is easy to check that if �G� �i� Ri� �i� �i���
and �G� �i��� Ri��� �i��� �i��� are two labelling steps such that �i�G� and �i���G� do not intersect then
�G� �i� Ri��� �i��� �

�� and �G� ��� Ri� �i� �i��� are two relabelling steps leading to the same resulting labelled
graph �G� �i���� More generally� any two relabelling sequences such that the latter one may be obtained from
the former one by a succession of such �commutations� lead to the same resulting graph� Hence� our notion
of relabelling sequence may be regarded as a serialization ���� of some distributed computation� This model is
clearly asynchronous� several relabelling steps may be done at the same time but we do not demand all of them
to be done� In the sequel we will essentially deal with sequential relabelling sequences but the reader should
keep in mind that such sequences may be done in a distributed way�

In order to reach a satisfactory expressive power� we introduce some local control mechanisms� These mech�
anisms allow us to restrict in some sense the applicability of relabelling rules�

A graph relabelling system with priorities �PGRS for short� is a ��tuple R � �L� I� P��� such that �L� I� P �
is a graph relabelling system and � is a partial order de�ned on the set P called the priority relation� A R�
relabelling step is then de�ned as a ��tuple �G� ��R� �� ��� such that R is a relabelling rule in P � � is both an
occurrence of �GR� �R� in �G� �� and an occurrence of �GR� �

�

R� in �G� ��� and there exists no occurrence �� of a
relabelling ruleR� in P with R� � R such that ��GR� and ��GR� � intersect inG �that is V ���GR���V ���GR� �� �
��� The notion of relabelling sequence is de�ned as previously�

Example �� Let R� � �L�� I�� P�� ��� be the PGRS de�ned by L� � fN�A�M� F����g� I� � fN�A��g�
P� � fR�� R�g where R� and R� are the following relabelling rules�

R��
A � N M � A

�

R��
M � A A � F

�

with the priority relation� R� �� R��
Suppose that �G� �� is a labelled graph containing exactly one A�labelled vertex� As before� this system

computes a spanning tree of G but in a strictly sequential way� using the well�known depth��rst search algorithm�
the �unique� active vertex� with label A� may activate one of its N�labelled neighbours and become marked
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Fig� �� A sample R��relabelling sequence�

�labelM�� When an active vertex has no N�labelled neighbour� it reactivates its �father� �which corresponds to
the unique M�labelled vertex to which it is linked by a ��labelled edge�� and becomes F�labelled� Fig� � shows
a sample R��relabelling sequence�

Let �G� �� be a labelled graph� A context of �G� �� is a triple �H��� �� such that �H��� is a labelled graph and
� an occurrence of �G� �� in �H���� A relabelling rule with forbidden contexts is a ��tuple R � �GR� �R� �

�

R� FR�
such that �GR� �R� �

�

R� is a relabelling rule and FR is a �nite set of contexts of �GR� �R�� A graph relabelling
system with forbidden contexts �FCGRS for short� is a triple R � �L� I� P � de�ned as a GRS except that the
set P is a set of relabelling rules with forbidden contexts� A R�relabelling step is a ��tuple �G� ��R� �� ��� such
that R is a relabelling rule with forbidden contexts in P � � is both an occurrence of �GR� �R� in �G� �� and
an occurrence of �GR� �

�

R� in �G� ���� and for every context �Hi� �i� �i� of �GR� �R�� there is no occurrence �i
of �Hi� �i� in �G� �� such that �i��i�GR� �R�� � ��GR� �R�� In other words� a relabelling rule with forbidden
contexts may be applied on some occurrence if and only if this occurrence is not �included� in an occurrence of
some of its forbidden contexts�

Example �� Let R� � �L�� I�� P�� be the FCGRS de�ned by L� � fN�A�M� F����g� I� � fN�A��g� P� �
fR�� R�� R�g where R�� R� and R� are the following relabelling rules with forbidden contexts�

R��
A � N A � A�

� � �

R��
A� � N A� � A�

� � �

R��
A� F

� �
A�

�

N

A�

� �

A� A�

A�

� �

A A�

The unique vertex of the left�hand side of the rule R� is associated with the top vertex of its forbidden contexts�
Roughly speaking� the rule R� means that a A��labelled vertex may become F�labelled if it has no N�labelled
neighbour �in that case rule R� should be applied� and at most one A� or A��labelled neighbour�

This system provides a distributed implementation of the sequential algorithm encoded in Example � �we
may have several active vertices� with label A or A�� at the same time�� Fig� � shows a sample R��relabelling
sequence�

Due to the control mechanism on the applicability of relabelling rules in PGRSs and FCGRSs� only relabelling
steps concerning �far enough� occurrences may be applied concurrently� Roughly speaking� in order to check
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Fig� �� A sample R��relabelling sequence�

whether a relabelling rule may be applied on a given occurrence or not it is necessary to consider some �control
area� surrounding this occurrence� Two relabelling steps are then �independant� if their corresponding control
areas do not intersect� The reader should note here that the diameter of this control area is bounded by some
constant only depending on the graph relabelling system�

The comparison between the expressive power of PGRSs and FCGRSs� together with some other types of
GRSs� has been done in �	��� In particular� it has been proved that PGRSs and FCGRSs are equivalent� for
every PGRS �resp� FCGRS� there exists a FCGRS �resp� PGRS� achieving the same computation� In the rest
of the paper we will thus indi�erently provide examples under the PGRS or FCGRS form�

��� Local Computations in Graphs

One of the main characteristics of distributed algorithms is the locality of the computation� Every computation
step occurring on some processor only depends on the local context of this processor� This locality concept is
captured via the notion of local graph relabelling relations �	���

Let G be a graph� x a vertex in V �G� and k some positive integer� We denote by BG�x� k� the ball of radius k
centered at x� that is the subgraph of G induced by all vertices that are at distance at most k from x �recall that
the distance between two vertices is the length of a shortest path linking these two vertices�� A graph relabelling
relation �over L� is a binary relation R de�ned on the set of L�labelled graphs such that every pair in R is of the
form ��G� ��� �G� ����� Thus� two labelled graphs in relation only di�er on their labelling function� We will write
�G� ��R�G� ��� whenever the pair ��G� ��� �G� ���� is in R� A L�labelled graph �G� �� is said to be R�irreducible
if there exists no �G� ��� such that �G� ��R�G� ���� We will denote by R� the re�exive and transitive closure
of R and� for every L�labelled graph �G� ��� by IrredR�G� �� the set of R�irreducible graphs �G� �

�� such that
�G� ��R��G� ����

We say that a graph relabelling relationR is k�local for some positive integer k if for every pair ��G� ��� �G� ����
in R� there exists some vertex x in V �G� such that � and �� coincide on V �G�nV �BG�x� k���E�G�nE�BG�x� k���
Intuitively speaking� it means that � and �� only di�er on a centered ball of radius at most k� A graph relabelling
relation is local if it is k�local for some k� A graph relabelling relation R is k�locally generated if it can be
computed for any graph as soon as it is known on the set of graphs with diameter at most �k� More formally�
if �G� ��� �G�� ���� �H���� �H �� ��� are four labelled graphs� BG�x� k� and BH�y� k� two isomorphic balls in G

and H respectively such that �i� � and �� coincide on V �G� n V �BG�x� k�� �E�G� nE�BG�x� k��� �ii� � and ��

coincide on V �H� n V �BH�y� k�� �E�H� nE�BH �y� k�� and �iii� � and � coincide respectively on BG�x� k� and
BH�y� k� then �G� ��R�G�� ��� if and only if �H���R�H �� ���� A graph relabelling relation is locally generated if
it is k�locally generated for some k�

Graph relabelling systems �GRSs� PGRSs� FCGRSs� are thus special cases of locally generated graph rela�
belling relations� One of the main questions in that framework is �what can be computed by means of locally
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generated graph relabelling relations ��� This question is obviously strongly related to the general problem of
characterizing those functions that can be computed by distributed algorithms in an asynchronous way�

� Proof techniques

Graph relabelling systems provide a formal model for expressing distributed algorithms� The aim of this section
is to show that this model is suitable for studying and proving properties of distributed algorithms�

A graph relabelling system R is noetherian if there is no in�nite R�relabelling sequence starting from a
graph with initial labels in I� Thus� if a distributed algorithm is encoded by a noetherian graph relabelling
system then this algorithm always terminates� In order to prove that a given system is noetherian we generally
use the following technique� Let �S��� be a partially ordered set with no in�nite decreasing chain �that is every
decreasing chain x� � x� � � � � � xn � � � � in S is �nite�� We say that � is a noetherian order compatible
with R if there exists a mapping f from GL to S such that for every R�relabelling step �G� ��R� �� ��� we have
f�G� �� � f�G� ���� It is not di�cult to see that if such an order exists then the system R is noetherian� since
there is no in�nite decreasing chain in S� there cannot exist any in�nite R�relabelling sequence�

In order to prove the correctness of a graph relabelling system� that is the correctness of an algorithm
encoded by such a system� it is useful to exhibit �i� some invariant properties associated with the system �by
invariant property� we mean here some property of the graph labelling that is satis�ed by the initial labelling
and that is preserved by the application of every relabelling rule� and �ii� some properties of irreducible graphs�
These properties generally allow to derive the correctness of the system�

Let us illustrate these techniques by considering the simple graph relabelling system R� given in Example 	�
Termination� Let f be the mapping from GL�

to the set of natural integers IN which associates with each
L��labelled graph the number of its N�labelled vertices� Observing that this number strictly decreases when we
apply the relabelling rule R� we get that �IN� �� is a noetherian order compatible with the system R�� Thus R�

is a noetherian system�
Correctness� Let �G� �� be a L��labelled graph and P�� P� be the following properties�

P� � Every ��labelled edge is incident with two A�labelled vertices�
P� � The subgraph of G made of the ��labelled edges and the A�labelled vertices has no cycle�

Every I��labelled graph satis�es P� and P� since it has no ��labelled edge� Moreover� these two properties are
clearly preserved when we apply the rule R�� Thus� P� and P� are invariant with respect to R��

Let now �G� �� be any I��labelled graph having at least one A�labelled vertex and �G� ��� be a labelled graph
in IrredR�

�G� ��� Considering the relabelling rule R�� �G� �
�� cannot have anyN�labelled vertex� From property

P�� we get that the subgraph of �G� ��� induced by the ��labelled edges has no cycle� If �G� �� has exactly one
A�labelled vertex we thus obtain a spanning tree of G� If �G� �� has more than one A�labelled vertex we obtain
a spanning forest having as many components as the number of these initially A�labelled vertices�

The reader interested in more substantial examples is referred to �	��� In particular� the graph relabelling
systems introduced in Examples � and � are considered there�

The complexity of a distributed algorithm encoded by a graph relabelling system can also be studied by using
classical techniques from rewriting theory� The space complexity is well�captured by the number of labels that
are used� and the �sequential� time complexity by the length of a relabelling sequence� The degree of parallelism
may also be measured by considering the ratio between the length of a parallel relabelling sequence and the
length of a sequential relabelling sequence� Of course� this ratio strongly depends on the speci�c topology of the
graph under consideration�

� Tools � Coverings and Quasi�coverings

Coverings is a notion known from algebraic topology ��	�� They have been used for simulation ��� and for proving
impossibility results on distributed computing �	� ��

Quasi�coverings have been introduced in ���� to obtain impossibility proofs for local detection of global
termination� We can note also that the Kronecker product of graphs is useful �	� 
� ���

��� Coverings

We say that a graph G is a covering of a graph H if there exists a surjective homomorphism � from G onto H
such that for every vertex v of V �G� the restriction of � to NG�v� is a bijection onto NH���v��� In particular�
f��u�� ��v�g � E�H� implies fu� vg � E�G�� The covering is proper if G and H are not isomorphic� It is called
connected if G �and thus also H� is connected� A graph G is called covering�minimal if every covering from G

to some H is a bijection�
By a simple inductive argument we have �

	�



Lemma �� Suppose that G is a covering of H via �� Let T be a subgraph of H� If T is a tree then ����T � is a
set of disjoint trees� each being isomorphic to T�

The previous lemma implies �

Lemma �� Let H be a connected graph and let G be a covering of H via �� Then there exists an integer q such
that Card�����v�� � q� for every v � V �H��

De�nition �� Let G be a covering of H via � and let q be such that Card�����v�� � q for all v � V �H�� Then
the integer q is called the number of sheets of the covering� In this case we denote � as q�sheeted covering�

The next lemma state a basic property of coverings which is a main argument for the application to local
computations�

Lemma �� Let G be a covering of H via � and let v�� v� � V �G� be such that v� �� v� and ��v�� � ��v��� Then
we have BG�v�� � BG�v�� � ��

Remark �� If q � 	 in De�nition 	 then G and H are isomorphic�

We give now a fundamental lemma which establishes the connection between k�coverings and k�locally
generated relabelling relations� It states that if G is a k�covering of G� then any k�local computation in G�

can be lifted to a k�local computation in G compatible with the k�covering relation� This is expressed in the
following diagram�

�G� ��� �����
R�

�G� ���
�
�
yk�covering

�
�
yk�covering

�G�� ���� �����
R�

�G�� ����

Lemma �� Let R be a k�locally generated relabelling relation and let �G� ��� be a k�covering of �G�� ���� via ��
Moreover� let �G�� ����R

��G�� ����� Then a labelling �� of G exists such that �G� ���R
��G� ��� and �G� ��� is a

k�covering of �G�� �����

��� Quasi�coverings�

The idea behind the notion of quasi�coverings is to enable the simulation of local computations on a given graph
in a restricted area of a larger graph� such that the simulation can lead to false conclusion� The restricted area
where we can perform the simulation will shrink while the number of simulated step increases�

De�nition �� Let G�G� be two graphs and let � be a partial function on V �G� that assigns to each element of
a subset of V �G� exactly one element of V �G���

Then G is a quasi�covering of G� of size s if there exists a 	nite or in	nite covering G� of G� via 	� vertices
z� � V �G��� z � V �G�� and an integer r � � such that �

�� BG�z� r� is isomorphic via � to BG�
�z�� r��

�� Card�V �BG�z� r��� 	 s�

�� the domain of de	nition of � contains BG�z� r��� and


� � � 	 
 � when restricted to V �BG�z� r���

They correspond to the following diagram �

G
� �partial function�

quasi� covering
� G�

�
�
�
�
�

�

� balls isomorphic
R �

�
�
�
�

	

covering

�

G�

��



� The election problem

The election problem is one of the paradigms of the theory of distributed computing ����� Considering a network
of processors we say that a given processor p has been elected when the network is in some global state such that
the processor p knows that it is the elected processor and all other processors know that they are not� Using
our terminology� it means that we get a labelling of the graph in which a unique vertex has some distinguished
label�

This problem may be considered under various assumptions ����� the network may be directed or not� the
network may be anonymous �all vertices have the same initial label� or not �every two distinct vertices have
distinct initial labels�� all vertices� or some of them� may have some speci�c knowledge on the network or not
�such as the diameter of the network� the total number of vertices or simply an upper bound of these parameters��
etc�

We �rst illustrate this problem with a sample FCGRS electing a vertex in a tree�

Example 
� Let R� � �L�� I�� P�� be the FCGRS de�ned by L� � fN�F�E� �g� I� � fN��g and P� � fR�� R�g
where R�� R� are the following relabelling rules with forbidden contexts�

R��
N N

� �
F N

� �
N N

�

N

�

R��
N

�
E

� N

N

�

Let us call a pendant vertex any N�labelled vertex having exactly one N�labelled neighbour� The rule R� then
consists in �cutting� a pendant vertex in the tree� this cut vertex becoming F�labelled� Thus� if �G� �� is a
labelled tree whose all vertices are N�labelled and all edges are ��labelled then this cuting procedure leads to a
unique N�labelled vertex which becomes elected thanks to the rule R��

It is not di�cult to observe that every vertex in the tree may be elected by this algorithm� A precise analysis
of this algorithm is proposed in ����� In particular� it is proved that there exist one or two vertices having the
highest probability of being elected� namely the medians of the graph �recall here that a vertex is called a
median if the sum of the distances of this vertex to all other vertices in the graph is minimum��

The more general result we have obtained is the following ���� We say that v knows the topology of G if v�s
label encodes the incidence matrix of a graph G� � G� but no information enables v to know which vertex of
G� corresponds to v� Let G be a graph which is not covering�minimal and let H be such that G is a proper
covering of H via the morphism �� A subgraph K of G is free modulo � if ������K�� is a disjoint union of
graphs isomorphic to K� We say that a labelling � is ��lifted if

��x� � ��y� �� ��x� � ��y� �

We say that an algorithm operates on subgraphs from a given set S if every relabelling step is performed only
on subgraphs of the given graph� which belong to S� Using coverings we prove �

Proposition �� Let G be a graph which is not covering�minimal and let � be a covering from G onto some
graph H �� G� Then there is no election algorithm for G which operates on subgraphs free modulo �� even if the
topology of G is known by each vertex of G�

In ���� Mazurkiewicz gives an election algorithm for the family of graphs which are minimal for the covering
relation when we know the size�

The election problem has been considered in the undirected case in ����� For instance� it has been proved that
the election problem can be solved for the so�called prime graphs� provided that every vertex knows the total
number of vertices in the graph� Let G be an undirected graph and r be a positive integer� A r�decomposition of
G is a spanning forest of G whose all connected components �trees� contain exactly r vertices� A graph having n
vertices is then said to be prime if it only admits 	� and n�decompositions� The class of prime graphs obviously
contains all the graphs having a prime number of vertices� We can note that this algorithm enables to present
classic ones�

	�



	 The recognition problem

The problem adressed in this section can be informally described as follows� let F be some class of �unlabelled�
graphs� We will say that this class can be locally recognized if there exists some graph relabelling system or�
more generally� some locally generated graph relabelling relation� which� starting from any uniformly labelled
graph �G� ��� �that is all vertices and edges have the same label�� leads to some �nal labelling that allows to
decide whether G belongs to the class F or not�

More formally� we de�ne a graph recognizer as a pair �R�K� where R is a graph relabelling relation and K
a class of labelled graphs� The set of labelled graphs recognized by �R�K� is then de�ned as the set of labelled
graphs �G� �� such that IrredR�G� ���K �� �� Such a recognizer is said to be deterministic if �i� R is noetherian
and �ii� for every labelled graph �G� ��� either IrredR�G� �� � K or IrredR�G� �� � K � ��

We are essentially interested in graph recognizers where the relation R is locally generated �with the par�
ticular case of graph relabelling systems� and the set K is de�ned in some �simple way�� In �	�� this set K is
de�ned by means of a so�called 	nal condition� that is a logical formula inductively de�ned as follows� �i� for
every label 
 � L� 
 is a formula and �ii� if � and � are formulas then so do �� � � � and � � �� Now� for

 � L� a labelled graph satis�es the formula 
 if it contains at least one 
�labelled component� and by induction�
it satis�es � � � if it satis�es � or � and so on in the usual way� Thus� such �nal conditions allow to verify the
presence or the absence of some speci�c labels but not to count the number of such labels� We will denote by
K��� the set of labelled graphs which satisfy the formula ��

Table �� Recognizable and not�recognizable graph classes

Graph properties Graphs ��Graphs

FOL
exactly one ��labelled vertex No Yes
k�regular Yes Yes

MSOL
bipartite No Yes
k�colorable �k � � No �
hamiltonian No Yes
acyclic Yes Yes

SOL
even number of vertices No Yes

In �	�� 	�� the recognizable classes of graphs are compared to the classes of graphs de�nable by logic formulas�
In particular� it is proved that �deterministically or not� recognizable classes of graphs are not comparable with
classes of graphs de�nable by logic formulas expressed in �rst�order logic �FOL�� monadic second�order logic
�MSOL� or second�order logic �SOL�� The case of the so�called ��graphs� that is graphs having a distinguished
vertex is also considered� Table 	 gives some sample graph classes or 	�graph classes that can or cannot be
deterministically recognized�

The class of graphs having an even number of vertices can be undeterministically recognized but cannot
be deterministically recognized� The class of graphs having an odd number of vertices cannot be recognized�
even in an undeterministic way� Thus� the set of deterministically recognizable classes of graphs is not closed
under taking complement and is strictly included in the set of undeterministically recognizable classes of graphs�
However� the set of deterministically recognizable classes of graphs is closed under union and intersection �	���
We have proved also that classes of graphs de�ned by forbidden minors are not recognizable in general ���� in
the case of graphs with one source they are recognizable ����

The main question here is to �nd some characterization of the classes of graphs that can be recognized by
locally generated graph relabelling relations� Up to now� this question is still an open problem� Proof techniques
based on coverings have been extended to the case where initial knowledge �e�g� the size� is assumed ���� A graph
G is called covering�minimal if every covering from G to some H is a bijection� The class of covering�minimal
graphs plays an important role in the study of local computations� It is easy to verify �using prime rings� that
the property of being covering�minimal is not recognizable without any initial knowledge about the graph� Using
���� we note that this property is recognizable if we have as initial knowledge the size of the graph� Having
an odd number of vertices or having exactly one vertex with a certain label are other examples of properties
which are not recognizable without initial knowledge� but are recognizable if the graph size is known� Thus
recognizability under the assumption that the size is known to the algorithm is signi�cantly more powerful than
recognizability without initial knowledge�
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 The termination detection problem

Let R be a locally generated relabelling relation �in this section we assume that R is a non�constant relation�� let
�G� �� a labelled graph� we say that �G� �� is a terminal con�guration modulo R if �G� �� is an R�normal form�
Let I be a class of labelled graphs� terminal con�gurations obtained from I are said to be locally characterized
if there exists a set F of labels such that for any �G� �� � I and for any �G� ���� with �G� ��R��G� ���� �G� ���
is a terminal con�guration if and only if there exists a vertex v of �G� ��� having its label in F� In this case
termination is said to be explicit� If there exists no sets F of labels which enable the local characterization of
terminal con�gurations� termination is said to be implicit� We study local computations such that terminations
are explicit� In ���� it has been proved �

Theorem �� Let I be a class of connected labelled graphs� Suppose that some G � I has connected quasi�
coverings in I of arbitrary large size� Then there is no explicit termination for the class I�

By combining extended results from ��
�� the universal reconstruction algorithm of Mazurkiewicz ���� and using
the quasi�covering notion we get ��� �

Theorem �� Let I be a class of connected labelled graphs� Suppose that ��G� �� � I �h�G��� 	 � such that
�G� �� has not quasi�coverings of size greater than h�G��� in I� Then any locally generated relabelling relation
having an implicit termination may be transformed into a locally generated relabelling relation having an explicit
termination�

Well known results are obtained as corollaries � we deduce immediatly that any locally generated relabelling
relation having an implicit termination may be transformed into a locally generated relabelling relation having
an explicit termination for the following families of graphs �

� graphs having a leader
� graphs such that each node is identi�ed by a unique name
� graphs having a known size or diameter bounds
� trees
� triangulated graphs�

� Randomized Local Synchronization

Many problems have no solution in distributed computing �	�� The introduction of randomization makes possi�
ble tasks that admit no deterministic solutions or simpli�es algorithms� General considerations about random�
ized distributed algorithms may be found in ���� and some techniques used in the design and for the analysis of
randomized algorithms are presented in ���� ��� 	���

In ��
� ��� we propose and study randomized algorithms to implement distributed algorithms speci�ed by
local computations�

More precisely� a star is a complete bipartite graph K��d� the vertex of degree d is called the centre of the
star while the other vertices are called the leaves of the star� By K� we denote the complete graph of size �� An
algorithm is encoded by means of local relabellings � labels attached to vertices are modi�ed locally� that is on
a subgraph isomorphic to a star or to K�� according to some rules depending on the labels attached to vertices
of the star or on the labels attached to the vertices of K�� We consider three kinds of local computations�

RV � in a computation step� the labels attached to vertices ofK� are modi�ed according to some rules depending
on the labels appearing on K��

LC� � in a computation step� the label attached to the centre of the star is modi�ed according to some rules
depending on the labels of the star� labels of the leaves are not modi�ed�

LC� � in a computation step� labels attached to the centre and to the leaves of the star may be modi�ed
according to some rules depending on the labels of the star�

In the case of RV two steps may be done in parallel if and only they occur on disjoint edges� In the second case
two steps may be done in parallel if and only if they occur on stars having di�erent centres while in the third
case two steps may be done in parallel if and only if they occur on disjoint stars�

The aim of local synchronizations is the implementation of such local computations on the following sys�
tem� We consider an asynchronous distributed network of anonymous processors with an arbitrary topology�
processors communicate by exchanging messages� It is represented as a connected graph where vertices rep�
resent processors� and two vertices are connected by an edge if the corresponding processors have a direct
communication link� We consider systems with asynchronous message passing �

� a process sends a message to another processor by depositing the message in the corresponding channel�
	�



� there is no �xed upper bound on how long it takes for the message to be delivered�

Angluin �	� has proved that there is no deterministic algorithm to implement local synchronizations in an
anonymous network that passes messages asynchronously �see ������ Thus we have no choice but to consider
randomized procedures� In this paper� we consider the following distributed randomized procedures�
Implementation of RV� The implementation of RV is the rendezvous� We consider the following distributed
randomized procedure� The implementation is partitionned into rounds� in each round each vertex v selects one
of its neighbours c�v� at random� There is a rendezvous between v and c�v� if c�v� � v� we say that v and
c�v� are synchronized� When v and c�v� are synchronized there is an exchange of messages by v and c�v�� This
exchange allows the two nodes to change their labels� Each message for the synchronization mechanism will be
a single bit �

Each vertex v repeats forever the following actions �

the vertex v selects one of its neighbours c�v� chosen at random�
the vertex v sends 	 to c�v��
the vertex v sends � to its neighbours di�erent from c�v��
the vertex v receives messages from all its neighbours�
� There is a rendezvous between v and c�v� if v receives 	 from c�v��
in this case a computation step may be done� �

Randomized Rendezvous

Implementation of LC�� Let LS� the local synchronisation for implementing LC�� it is partioned into rounds�
and in each round� every processor v selects an integer rand�v� randomly from the set f	� ���� Ng� The processor
v sends to its neighbours the value rand�v�� The vertices of the star centered on v� denoted Sv� are synchronized
if for each leave w of Sv � rand�v� � rand�w�� In this case a computation step on Sv is allowed � the centre
collects labels of the leaves and then changes its label�

Each vertex v repeats forever the following actions �

the vertex v selects an integer rand�v� chosen at random�
the vertex v sends rand�v� to its neighbours�
the vertex v receives integers from all its neighbours�
� There is a LS��synchronization centered on v if rand�v� is strictly greater
than integers received by v� in this case a computation step may be done on
Sv� �

Randomized LS��synchronizations�

Implementation of LC�� Let LS� the local synchronisation for implementing LC�� it is partioned into rounds�
and in each round� every processor v selects an integer rand�v� randomly from the set f	� ���� Ng�

The processor v sends to its neighbours the value rand�v�� When it has received from each neighbour an
integer� it sends to each neighbour w the max of the set of integers it has received from neighbours di�erent
from w� The vertex of the star Sv centered on v are synchronized if rand�v� is strictly greater than rand�w� for
any vertex w of the ball centered on v of radius �� In this case a computation step may be done on Sv� During
this computation step there is a total exchange of labels by nodes of Sv� this exchange allows nodes of Sv to
change their labels�

Each vertex v repeats forever the following actions �

the vertex v selects an integer rand�v� chosen at random�
the vertex v sends rand�v� to its neighbours�
the vertex v receives messages from all its neighbours�
let Intw the max of the set of integers that v has received from vertices di�erent from w�
the vertex v sends to each neighbour w Intw�
the vertex v receives integers from all its neighbours�
� There a LS��synchronization centered on v if rand�v� is strictly greater
than all integers received by v� in this case a computation step may be done on
Sv� �

Randomized LS��synchronizations�

Our analysis is based on the consideration of rounds� in order to measure the performance of the algorithm
in terms of the number of synchronization taking place� we assume that at some instant each node sends and
receives messages� Thus this parameter of interest� which is the �random� number of synchronizations� is the
maximal number �i�e� under the assumption that all nodes are active� authorized by the algorithm� We prove
that these three algorithms are Las Vegas algorithms�
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